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Abstract
Today, there are two major understandings for graph convolutional networks, i.e.,
in the spectral and spatial domain. But both lack transparency. In this work,
we introduce a new understanding for it – data augmentation, which is more
transparent than the previous understandings. Inspired by it, we propose a new
graph learning paradigm – Monte Carlo Graph Learning (MCGL). The core idea
of MCGL contains: (1) Data augmentation: propagate the labels of the training set
through the graph structure and expand the training set; (2) Model training: use
the expanded training set to train traditional classifiers. We use synthetic datasets
to compare the strengths of MCGL and graph convolutional operation on clean
graphs. In addition, we show that MCGL’s tolerance to graph structure noise is
weaker than GCN on noisy graphs (four real-world datasets). Moreover, inspired
by MCGL, we re-analyze the reasons why the performance of GCN becomes worse
when deepened too much: rather than the mainstream view of over-smoothing, we
argue that the main reason is the graph structure noise, and experimentally verify
our view. The code is available at https://github.com/DongHande/MCGL.
1 Introduction
Graph data is common in real-world applications. Many machine learning methods have been
designed for graph, which are collectively referred to as graph learning [22, 21, 15, 1, 12, 9]. The
specific task in this paper is a graph-based semi-supervised learning: Given graph structure, features
of nodes in graph, the label of a subset of nodes; the goal is to predict for the remaining nodes in the
graph. An important assumption in some graph learning algorithms is local homogeneity [20], i.e.,
connected nodes tend to be similar and with the same label. In recent years, many researches on graph
learning focus on Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [6, 17, 19, 7]. The formula of a one-layer
GCN is: H(k+1) = σ(AˆH(k)W (k)), where H(k) denotes the k-th layer representation of all nodes,
Aˆ the normalized adjacency matrix (e.g., Aˆ = D(−1/2)(A+ I)D(−1/2), D the degree matrix of
A+ I), W (k) the parameter matrix, and σ(·) the non-linear function. Based on the above formula,
we can separate GCN as two parts: graph convolutional operation (GCO), i.e., P (k) = AˆH(k), and
a traditional neural network (NN), i.e., H(k+1) = σ(P (k)W (k)). The interpretability of NN is a
traditional problem. This work mainly tries to interpret GCO.
Today, there are two understandings on GCO: spectral domain [6] and spatial domain [19, 7]. The
understanding in spectral domain interprets the model by graph signal processing: representation
of the nodes is regarded as the graph signal, and processed by the convolution method on the graph.
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Figure 1: Data augmentation based on graph structure. (a) original graph; (b) after one-layer GCO,
the intra-class variance is smaller, making the inter-class boundary more obvious; (c) after one-hop
MCGL, each class has more training samples, making it easier to learn a good classification boundary.
GCO is the low frequency approximation of graph signal. The understanding in spatial domain
interprets the model by information propagation: representation of nodes in the graph is regarded as
the information of the nodes, and GCO is message-passing and receiving. GCO makes the nodes get
better representations by receiving the information of the neighbor nodes.
But both perspectives lack transparency. The view in spectral domains is abstract, and it is hard to
understand the meaning of graph signal in spectral space for many people. The view in spatial domain
is only a qualitative analysis, and can’t explain why and when aggregating neighbors leads to better
representation. In this work, we introduce a new understanding of GCO – data augmentation. GCO
makes the connecting nodes closer. Under the assumption of local homogeneity, the representations
of nodes in same class get closer in representation space, which makes the classification boundaries
more obvious. Thus, GCO can be regarded as data augmentation. As Figure 1.(a) and (b) shows, after
one-layer GCO, the variance of the features of the nodes in each class becomes smaller while the
average value almost remains unchanged. Machine learning in (b) is easier than (a).
GCO can be regarded as a kind of data argumentation in representation space. Inspired by this, we
propose a new paradigm to implement data argumentation in label space - Monte Carlo Graph
Learning (MCGL). As Figure 1.(c) shows, the representations of all nodes remain unchanged, MCGL
instead delivers labels of nodes in the training set to their neighbors and assign them as pseudo-labels
to expand the training set. MCGL follows three steps: (1) Graph Monte Carlo sampling: take the
nodes in the training set as root nodes, perform K times MC sampling according to graph structure;
(2) pseudo-labels: assign the labels of root nodes to the sampled neighbor nodes; (3) Learning: train
the base machine learning model (such as MLP, LR, SVM) with the sampled nodes. K in step (1)
represents the depth of MCGL.
The assumption of local homogeneity in graph structure provides reasonableness for MCGL. The
edges on a graph can be divided into two categories: good edges and bad edges. Good edges refer
to those connect two nodes with the same label, and bad edges are the opposite. If all edges in
the graph are good edges (completely satisfying the assumption of local homogeneity), we call it a
clean graph. Otherwise, we call it a noisy graph. By experiments on clean graphs, we compare the
respective strengths of GCO and MCGL in a visual way: MCGL is good at dealing with datasets with
a non-linear boundary or community characteristics, while GCO is good at datasets of large variance.
By experiments on noisy graph, we show that MCGL has a lower tolerance to the noise than GCO.
Moreover, our theoretical analysis draws a conclusion that: MCGL cannot go too deep because the
bad edges cause too many samples incorrectly labeled. Inspired by this, we re-analyze the reason
why the performance of GCN becomes worse with the depth increasing: due to the presence of graph
structure noise, more and more nodes with different labels are aggregated, which makes it more
difficult to distinguish the nodes. We point out that over-smoothing should be the phenomenon rather
than the cause that limits the performance of deep GCN.
2 Comparison on clean graphs
Adding two edges to traditional XOR problem, Figure 2.(b) shows Graph-XOR problem. Although
the XOR graph is free of noise, GCO fails to deal with it. After one-layer GCO, four nodes are
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Figure 2: Two XOR problems: compared to (a), (b) uses the samples as nodes in graph, and connects
the nodes with the same labels
aggregated to the same position (0.5, 0.5), and no further operation can separate them again. There
will be no way to distinguish them and make a classification. Meanwhile, MCGL is able to deal
with Graph-XOR problem as long as the base model has non-linear classification capability (such as
MLP).
In this section, we compare GCO and MCGL by experiments on synthetic clean graphs in a visual
way. Every dataset consists of 60 nodes in two classes, identified as red and blue points in the figures.
The solid points make up the training set. The feature is the two-dimensional coordinates of the
points. The edges (all are good edges), represent the graph structure. We will show that GCO is good
at dealing with datasets of large variance, and MCGL is good at datasets with a non-linear boundary
or community characteristics.
Non-linear boundary Since GCO aggregates the representations of connected nodes to the average
value of them, it leads to intersection of different classes if the boundary is non-linear. Thus, GCO is
not good at dealing with non-linear problems. Taking concentric circles as an example: Two groups
of points are uniformly distributed in two donut-like regions with the same area, as in Figure 3.(a1).
After one-layer GCO, red points and blue points tend to be aggregated to the same position – near
the center of the circles, as in Figure 3.(b1), and the inter-class boundary becomes vague. So the
prediction accuracy will be low. Meanwhile, since MCGL implements data augmentation in label
space rather than representation, there is no impact on MCGL whether the boundary is linear or
non-linear. As in Figure 3.(c1), after one-hop MCGL, the training set is expanded, thus can reveal
more details about the boundary, helping increase the prediction accuracy.
Community characteristics Community characteristics mean that the nodes can be divided into
multiple groups (communities) with no (or few) interconnections between them. GCO only aggregates
the nodes within a group toward their center, so when the training set is unevenly distributed in
each group, GCO cannot handle it well. As a simple example in this case, two classes of Gaussian
distributed i.i.d points with the variance of 1 are centered at (−1,−1) and (1, 1) respectively, as in
Figure 3.(a2). In each class, there are a major community containing most of the points, and several
small communities surrounded. The training set is mainly distributed in both major communities.
As Figure 3.(b2) shows, after one-layer GCO, the boundary according to the training set (dotted
line) is far from the real boundary (solid line). This is because new representations are aggregated to
respective group centers. It magnifies the unevenness of the training set, i.e., the distribution of the
training set in representation space becomes more uneven. Meanwhile, as in Figure 3.(c2), MCGL
gives a more accurate boundary than GCO. It is because the training set is expanded with nodes
distributed more widely after one-hop MCGL.
Large variance When the variance of nodes in the same class is large, GCO becomes suitable.
GCO can aggregate connected nodes and reduce the variance from too large to a more proper level.
MCGL instead implements data augmentation in label space, while the large variance remains
unchanged. Take the two groups of Gaussian distributed i.i.d points as an example again. In this case,
the variance among either group is set as 2, so some points are intersected with the other class in the
original graph, as in Figure 3.(a3). So the training set hardly reveals an accurate boundary. However,
after one-layer GCO, as the variance becomes smaller, the classification boundary becomes obvious
as in Figure 3.(b3). GCO does well in this case. Meanwhile, MCGL assigns many pseudo-labels, as
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Figure 3: The original graph and the transformed graphs after one-layer GCO and one-hop MCGL.
Row 1: non-linear boundary; Row 2: community characteristics; Row 3: large variance.
in Figure 3.(c3). The expansion of training set may be helpful for learning, however, MCGL does not
perform as well as GCO.
3 Comparison on noisy graphs
In last section, we have compared MCGL and GCO on clean graphs. However, graphs collected
from the real world always contain graph structure noise. Here, we will make a comparison between
MCGL and GCO on noisy graphs. The graph structure noise rate, i.e., the ratio of bad edges to all
edges, can measure the strength of graph structure noise.
Graph structure noise has a direct impact on MCGL. It leads to incorrect pseudo-labels and affects
MCGL in a hard way. On the contrary, graph noise has an indirect impact on GCO, because it
only causes GCO to aggregate the representations of nodes with different labels as a part. Graph
structure noise affects GCO in a relatively soft way. Therefore, we point out that MCGL have a
lower tolerance to the noise than GCO, i.e., when the noise is large, GCO performs better; otherwise,
MCGL performs better. Figure 4 illustrates the different processing methods on noisy graphs by GCO
and MCGL. Next, we will verify our view using four real-world datasets – CORA [10], CiteSeer [13],
PubMed [11], and MS Academic [14].
Model We introduce a simple implementation of MCGL – MCGL-UM model (MCGL-uniform-
MLP). In MCGL-UM, Monte Carlo sampling follows the uniform distribution, and the base model
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Figure 4: Two groups of Gaussian distributed i.i.d points with the presence of graph structure noise,
and the transformed data after one-layer GCO and one-hop MCGL. Green points in (c) are those
sampled and get incorrect pseudo-labels.
Algorithm 1 Training procession of MCGL-UM
Input: graph structure G = (V,E); feature matrix X; label matrix Y ; training set id T ; model
y = fθ(x) =MLP (x)
Parameter: parameters in model fθ(x)
Hyper-parameter: Monte Carlo sampling degree K; batch size N ; other hyper-parameter for model
fθ(x) (learning rate, l2-norm, etc.)
Output: the well trained model y = fθ(x)
1: Calculate probability distribution P (i)(x = j) = p(i)j = 1/|Ni|, j ∈ Ni for all nodes according
to graph structure G = G(V,E).
2: Initialize model y = fθ(x).
3: while model fθ(·) doesn’t converge do
4: batch list L = { }
5: while n from 1 to N do
6: sample an id in from T #the root of MC sampling tree
7: in(0) = in
8: while k from 1 to K do
9: in(k) =MC_Sampling(in(k−1)) #the sampling tree gets deeper by one layer
10: end while
11: add (xni(K), y
n
i ) to batch list L
12: end while
13: train fθ(x) with batch data L
14: end while
15: return well-trained model y = fθ(x)
is MLP. The training process is shown in Algorithm 1. With the well-trained model, prediction
for all nodes in the test set can be made in the inference process, i.e., y(0)i = fθ(xi). Moreover,
we recursively aggregate the predictions of neighbor nodes to improve accuracy, i.e., y(k+1)i =∑
j p
(i)
j y
(k)
j , j ∈ Ni. The iterative form is that Y (k+1) = AˆY (k), and Y (0) = fθ(X). The sub-
graphs ofK-hop neighbors of a node make up aK-layer tree, from where we can get a more thorough
understanding on MCGL. During the training process, a leaf node is sampled from the root node
of the tree in a top-down manner. The model is trained using the leaf nodes. During the inference
process, all leaf nodes of the tree are predicted using the trained model, then all the predictions are
aggregated to the root node of the tree in a bottom-up manner to predict the root node.
Experiment setup The original noise rate of CORA, CiteSeer, PubMed and MS Academic are
19.00%, 26.45%, 19.76%, 19.19% respectively. We manually reduce the noise rate on each graph
to different levels, train MCGL-UM and traditional GCN model on modified graphs, and compare
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Table 1: Dataset statistics
Dataset Type Nodes Edges Features Classes Training/Validation/Test
CORA Citation 2,708 5,427 1,433 7 140/500/1,000
CiteSeer Citation 3,327 4,732 3,703 6 120/500/1,000
PubMed Citation 19,717 44,338 500 3 60/500/1,000
MS Academic Co-author 18,333 163,788 6,805 15 300/500/17,533
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Figure 5: The trend of accuracy of MCGL-UM and traditional GCN with decreasing noise rate (%).
their accuracy under different noise rate. The depth of GCN model and both sampling and inference
processes of MCGL-UM are set as 2.
Dataset CORA, CiteSeer and PubMed are citation graphs, where a node represents a paper, and an
edge between two nodes represents that the two papers have a citation relationship. MS Academic
is co-author graph, an edge in the graph represents the co-authorship between two papers. Table 1
shows the statistics and the data split of the datasets.
Experimental results Figure 5 shows the trend of accuracy of MCGL-UM and traditional GCN
with decreasing noise rate. By removing bad edges according to the ground truth of the labels of all
nodes, we can reduce the noise rate of graphs. The x-axis represents the percentile noise rate, and the
y-axis represents the percentile accuracy. We can find that: (1) Although the accuracy of MCGL-UM
is always slightly better than GCN on CORA and the opposite on PubMed, the improvement of
MCGL-UM is always greater than GCN as noise rate decreases. (2) The overall trend on four
datasets all follow that when the noise rate is relatively high, GCN is slightly better than MCGL-UM;
otherwise, MCGL-UM is slightly better than GCN. Therefore, we can conclude that MCGL-UM is
more vulnerable to graph structure noise than GCN, but it performs better on clean graphs.
4 Why can’t deep?
As many previous works observed, when the GCN model goes too deep, its accuracy will drop, and
the best depth (K) is always 2. The mainstream view of what restricts the depth is over-smoothing,
i.e., when the K reaches a threshold, H(K) will become too close to be distinguishable, where
H(K) = AˆKH(0) is the representation of nodes in matrix form. However, we disagree with this
view and argue that the main factor limiting the depth of GCO is graph structure noise.
In MCGL, we have 100% confidence in the labels of the training set when K = 0; after taking a step
(K = 1), with the expansion of the training set, some nodes will get incorrect pseudo-labels, which
decreases the confidence in the labels; and as K continues to grow, training set expands bigger, but
the confidence of the training sets will further decrease. Therefore, large K on one hand can augment
data, which is beneficial to learning; on the other hand causes the noise data, which is harmful to
learning. The best K can be seen as a result of trade-off between the two sides. When K is just
beginning to grow, the benefit of data augmentation is greater; and when K continues to grow, the
noise does more harm. This explains why the depth of MCGL can’t be too deep.
Inspired by this, we propose that the reason for limiting the depth of GCO is also graph structure noise.
As the depth of GCO deepens, more and more nodes of different classes will be aggregated, which is
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Figure 6: Deep GCO in clean graph and noisy graph. Row 1: clean graph; Row 2: noisy graph.
harmful. Figure 6 is a visual display of this view. The first line shows the impact of GCO on clean
graph; the second line shows the impact of GCO on noisy graph. On clean graph, as GCO deepens
the intra-class variances of nodes reduce, but the mean of each class remains basically unchanged.
Therefore, the deeper the GCO, the easier to distinguish the classes (d1). However, on noisy graph,
with the reduction of intra-class variance, the means of different classes begin to approach due to
the existence of bad edges. Therefore, too deep GCO will make it difficult to distinguish nodes of
different classes (d2). On clean graph, the depth GCO causes intra-class over-smoothing, but this
over-smoothing doesn’t adversely affect the final classification effect; However, on noisy graph, the
depth GCO causes inter-class over-smoothing, which directly causes classification result declining.
Therefore, it is unreasonable to think that over-smoothing is the main reason for limiting the depth of
GCO. In fact, over smoothing is a phenomenon of deep GCO, and the main reason for limiting the
depth of GCO is graph structure noise.
To further verify our view, we conduct experiments on real-world datasets. Instead of the traditional
GCN model, we use another GCN model which applies the APPNP strategy [7] (called GCN* in
this paper), i.e., Y = softmax(AˆKMLP (X)). Compared with traditional GCN, GCN* has a
constant layer of neural network regardless of the change of the depth of GCO. It is introduced for
the purpose to: (1) prevent gradient vanish and gradient explosion due to deep neural network; (2)
prevent overfitting due to too many parameters; and most importantly (3) ensure that the comparison
between different depth of GCO is fair.
Figure 7 shows the results. In the figures, the x-axis represents the depth of GCO (we plot from
K = 1 because the accuracy when K = 0 are very low and decrease the contrast), and the y-axis
represents the percentile accuracy. The three lines represent different noise rate after removing bad
edges. From the figures, we can find that with graph structure noise decreasing, the optimal depth
increases. When the noise rate becomes 0, the accuracy of GCN* steadily improves til K = 15. By
these experiments, we further confirmed our argument about why deep GCO fails.
5 Related work
Convolutional neural networks have achieved great success in the field of computer vision [5]. It
inspired researchers to apply convolution operation to graph signals [3, 6]. In spectral domain, graph
convolutional operations can be understood as a low-pass filter. It performs low-pass filtering on
the information of the graph signal in the spectral domain, and generates an elegant form of GCN,
i.e., H(k+1) = σ(AˆH(k)W (k)). Both SGCN and APPNP [18, 7] showed that it is not necessary to
couple graph convolutional operations and neural network operations together. SGCN first performs
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Figure 7: The trend of accuracy of GCN* with the depth of GCO under decreasing noise rate (%).
GCO several times on input features, then uses linear regression model to transform the results
into label space. Conversely, APPNP first transforms the features into label space using MLP, then
performs GCO (generalized GCO – using graph structure to combine nodes’ representations) several
times. In spatial domain [19, 7], GCO is understood as an operation to aggregate neighbors, so better
representations can be obtained by the aggregation.
The present work argues that GCO can also be regarded as a method of data augmentation. Based on
this new cognition, MCGL was proposed. During training, MCGL can be regarded as a pattern of
label propagation (LP [23]) then learning parameter. During inference, MCGL can be regarded as
predicting then GCO. MCGL has a close relationship with the traditional LP algorithm. Both methods
have the process of propagating labels through the graph structure in common; the differences
between them are that: (1) LP propagates labels for many times until the distribution converges, while
MCGL only performs limited times of propagation (because when propagation goes too far, the labels
will no longer be trustworthy); (2) MCGL train parameters in the base model after the propagation of
the labels, which is not available in LP. There are also some previous works using graph sampling [4]
and graph data augmentation [8], but they are still in the framework of GCN, and try to improve
GCN. MCGL does not use GCN framework in training. Besides, [2] demonstrated that graph noise
limits the performance of GCN (on 2-layer GCN, the performance becomes better if the graph noise
is decreased). Further, the present work argues that the graph structure noise is also the reason that
limits the depth of GCN. In fact, in semi-supervised learning, the pattern of pseudo-labeling then
training the model has already been developed by some previous works [16]. But those methods
generally label the samples based on the distance of their features in Euclidean space. Different from
those methods, MCGL labels the samples based on the graph structure collected from the real world.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we introduce a new understanding toward GCO – GCO can be regarded as a kind of
data augmentation. Inspired by this, we propose a new graph learning paradigm – Monte Carlo Graph
Learning, and a simple implementation of it – MCGL-UM model. GCO augments graph data in
representation space, whereas MCGL in label space. Both have strengths and weaknesses. Through
a series of experiments on synthetic data and real-world datasets, we verified: (1) On clean graphs,
GCO is more suitable at datasets with large variance, whereas MCGL at datasets with a non-linear
boundary or community characteristics. (2) On noisy graphs, MCGL is more vulnerable to the noise
than GCO.
The most important contribution of this paper is to provide a data augmentation understanding toward
GCO and MCGL. MCGL and GCO are two symmetric methods of data augmentation on graphs.
Both can inspire a deeper understanding of the other model, e.g., we analyzed the reasons limiting
the depth of MCGL then found that the depth of GCO is limited by the same reasons. Nevertheless,
MCGL and GCO have their own areas of expertise, thus they can complement each other.
Broader Impact
From societal perspective, the present work is more of theoretical and does not involve specific ethical
issues such as human image synthesis. From academic perspective, the focus of this work is on the
interpretability of machine learning (specifically, graph convolutional operations). Interpretability
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determines whether a model can be trusted and understood by people, which is actually an ethical
issue for human-machine relationship. Only when the two groups in society (humans and machines)
can understand (mutually or unidirectionally) can a normal ethical order be constructed.
The interpretability of a model directly determines whether it can be applied in some sensitive areas.
Take the user profile in the bank system as an example, the relationships among users can construct a
graph, which satisfies the local homogeneity assumption, thus is suitable for graph learning. If one
model shows strong effectiveness but lacks interpretability, banks in some countries cannot adopt it.
This is because if the banks use the model to make uninterpretable decisions (such as refusing a user’s
application for loans without any reason), it is an infringement of user rights and may lead users to
sue banks for lacking fairness and transparency. On the contrary, if the model can be interpreted,
banks can find out the reasons when a user complains, then artificially analyze whether the reasons
are reasonable. If not, banks can thus modify the model.
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A Hyper-parameters and data split
Table 2: Detailed hyper-parameters (hidden units/weight decay/learning rate/dropout rate/(batch size
for MCGL-UM))
Dataset GCN GCN* MCGL-UM
CORA 32/0.0005/0.005/0.7 32/0.0005/0.01/0.7 32/0.001/0.005/0.5/50
CiteSeer 64/0.001/0.05/0.6 64/0.001/0.05/0.4 64/0.001/0.005/0.3/200
PubMed 32/0.0005/0.05/0.3 32/0.0005/0.005/0.5 32/0.001/0.005/0.5/50
MS Academic 128/0.0005/0.01/0.6 128/0.0005/0.005/0.7 128/0.0001/0.005/0.5/200
Table 3: Original classification accuracy of all models on the four datasets with the specified hyper-
parameters in Table 2.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
GCN1 83.68± 0.31 72.32± 0.35 79.48± 0.26 92.32± 0.22
GCN2 83.24± 0.31 72.43± 0.65 79.41± 0.40 92.18± 0.17
MCGL-UM 83.53± 0.56 72.22± 0.38 77.91± 0.70 90.89± 0.80
The data split follows the split strategy of few-shot learning: The training set consists of 20 random
samples from each class. There is no intersection between training set, validation set and test set. For
CORA, Citeseer, and PubMed, we use the data division used by GCN [6]. For MS Academic, we
split data ourselves.
Table 2 lists the detailed hyper-parameters used for the four real-world datasets – CORA, CiteSeer,
PubMed and MS Academic, and all models – traditional GCN, GCN* and MCGL-UM. The strategy
of deciding on hyperparameters is: vary one hyper-parameter per time while maintaining the others
to find the optimal one; fix the hyper-parameters that have found the optimal value to the optimal,
and continue to find the best value for the remaining. Fix the depth of the graph operation (GCO and
MCGL) and the depth of the neural network to 2, adjusting the other super-parameters: number of
hidden units, learning rate, weight decay (L2-norm), dropout rate, and batch size. GCN does not use
batch-training strategy, so it has no batch size. The search spaces for hyper-parameters are as follows:
• Number of hidden units: {32, 64, 128};
• Weight decay of Adam optimizer: {0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001};
• Learning rate of Adam optimizer: {0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001};
• Dropout rate: {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7};
• # Batch size: {50, 100, 200, 300, 500};
After finding the optimal hyper-parameters, they are fixed to the optimal value when doing other ex-
periments (e.g., graph noise rate and depth GCO experiments). Table 3 lists the original classification
accuracy of all models on the four datasets using the hyper-parameters listed above.
B Detailed experimental results
Table 4 and 5 list detailed experimental results with mean value and sample standard deviation of
comparing MCGL-UM and GCN models with reduced noise rate under fixed depth. The depth of
MCGL-UM and GCN model are both set to 2.
Table 6-8 list detailed experimental results with mean value and sample standard deviation of the
classification accuracy of GCN* model with reduced noise rate under different depth.
We still use the four real-world datasets – CORA, CiteSeer, PubMed and MS Academic. In the
experiments, we manually reduce the noise rate to different levels by randomly eliminating bad edges
in the adjacency matrix.
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Table 4: Percentile classification accuracy of MCGL-UM with different reduced noise rate.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
MCGL-UM model
noise rate = 18% 83.24± 0.40 73.68± 0.69 79.59± 0.50 92.49± 0.33
noise rate = 15% 83.68± 0.50 73.70± 1.29 80.37± 0.60 93.34± 0.29
noise rate = 12% 84.29± 0.42 74.00± 1.27 81.23± 0.46 94.26± 0.24
noise rate = 9% 85.24± 0.41 74.72± 0.91 82.05± 0.55 95.23± 0.22
noise rate = 6% 86.67± 0.64 74.68± 0.71 83.04± 0.50 96.23± 0.16
noise rate = 3% 87.74± 0.42 75.01± 0.69 84.09± 0.59 97.20± 0.15
noise rate = 0% 89.43± 0.32 76.60± 1.09 85.17± 0.38 98.15± 0.08
Table 5: Percentile classification accuracy of GCN with different reduced noise rate.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
GCN model
noiserate = 18% 83.59± 0.90 72.89± 0.78 78.86± 0.60 91.30± 0.65
noiserate = 15% 83.63± 0.97 73.26± 0.86 79.46± 0.51 92.39± 0.56
noiserate = 12% 84.86± 0.80 73.67± 0.71 80.27± 0.85 93.59± 0.46
noiserate = 9% 86.04± 0.86 74.30± 0.89 81.34± 0.57 94.94± 0.27
noiserate = 6% 87.34± 0.69 75.05± 0.81 82.19± 0.59 96.09± 0.34
noiserate = 3% 88.54± 0.99 75.82± 0.81 83.53± 0.61 97.41± 0.15
noiserate = 0% 90.55± 0.39 77.57± 0.65 85.18± 0.25 98.79± 0.08
Table 6: Percentile classification accuracy with increasing depth (K) under original noise rate.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
noise rate 19.00% 26.45% 19.76% 19.19%
K = 0 57.79± 0.80 58.52± 1.64 73.33± 0.56 90.22± 0.39
K = 1 80.27± 0.45 69.79± 0.69 77.59± 0.36 92.29± 0.34
K = 2 83.54± 0.32 72.44± 0.50 79.49± 0.17 92.26± 0.29
K = 3 83.87± 0.42 72.35± 0.63 78.76± 0.20 91.47± 0.29
K = 4 83.73± 0.75 72.22± 0.74 79.29± 0.21 90.80± 0.33
K = 5 83.22± 0.51 72.29± 0.63 79.54± 0.20 90.15± 0.37
K = 6 82.77± 0.62 72.42± 0.95 79.38± 0.33 89.51± 0.42
K = 7 82.70± 0.64 72.50± 0.45 79.58± 0.14 89.00± 0.45
K = 8 82.46± 0.54 72.36± 0.54 79.78± 0.23 88.25± 0.48
K = 9 82.31± 0.28 72.55± 0.54 79.82± 0.13 87.60± 0.65
K = 10 82.17± 0.28 72.31± 0.57 79.86± 0.25 86.99± 0.72
K = 11 82.01± 0.63 71.96± 0.45 79.76± 0.21 86.36± 0.81
K = 12 81.86± 0.55 72.05± 0.68 79.66± 0.23 85.62± 0.91
K = 13 81.80± 0.62 72.02± 0.58 79.68± 0.30 85.10± 1.12
K = 14 81.49± 0.65 72.01± 0.56 79.66± 0.27 84.28± 1.25
K = 15 81.61± 0.49 72.02± 0.71 79.39± 0.37 83.44± 1.69
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Table 7: Percentile classification accuracy with increasing depth (K) under noise rate of 10%.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
noise rate 10% 10% 10% 10%
K = 0 57.79± 0.80 58.52± 1.64 73.33± 0.56 90.22± 0.39
K = 1 82.57± 0.54 71.37± 0.93 78.36± 0.62 94.48± 0.33
K = 2 85.40± 0.67 74.86± 1.04 81.77± 0.49 95.04± 0.21
K = 3 85.72± 0.88 74.86± 1.31 81.99± 0.54 94.69± 0.21
K = 4 85.97± 0.98 74.80± 1.06 82.69± 0.37 94.38± 0.21
K = 5 85.76± 0.59 75.01± 0.84 83.15± 0.62 94.13± 0.21
K = 6 85.58± 0.71 75.08± 1.14 83.88± 0.55 93.88± 0.19
K = 7 85.30± 0.75 75.12± 0.83 83.86± 0.43 93.64± 0.15
K = 8 85.27± 0.84 75.27± 0.92 84.05± 0.38 93.33± 0.20
K = 9 85.29± 0.79 75.15± 1.24 84.02± 0.56 93.03± 0.18
K = 10 85.28± 0.84 75.16± 1.34 83.98± 0.47 92.75± 0.27
K = 11 85.07± 0.93 75.18± 0.91 83.94± 0.67 92.49± 0.34
K = 12 84.94± 0.83 75.19± 1.00 83.74± 0.73 91.96± 0.89
K = 13 84.70± 0.88 75.10± 1.22 83.76± 0.70 91.72± 0.91
K = 14 84.67± 0.93 75.12± 1.24 83.45± 0.57 91.40± 1.04
K = 15 84.62± 0.90 75.15± 0.75 83.45± 0.47 91.03± 1.20
Table 8: Percentile classification accuracy with increasing depth (K) under noise rate of 0.
Dataset CORA CiteSeer PubMed MS Academic
noise rate 0 0 0 0
K = 0 57.79± 0.80 58.52± 1.64 73.33± 0.56 90.22± 0.39
K = 1 86.09± 0.54 73.97± 0.71 80.27± 0.38 97.01± 0.22
K = 2 89.66± 0.30 77.08± 0.39 85.01± 0.26 98.21± 0.07
K = 3 90.69± 0.30 77.94± 0.71 86.48± 0.37 98.61± 0.07
K = 4 91.23± 0.25 78.69± 0.73 87.94± 0.31 98.79± 0.08
K = 5 91.47± 0.25 79.33± 0.98 88.51± 0.30 98.86± 0.07
K = 6 91.63± 0.32 79.44± 0.77 89.18± 0.37 98.92± 0.07
K = 7 91.81± 0.37 80.01± 0.95 89.34± 0.49 98.98± 0.07
K = 8 91.79± 0.38 79.84± 0.69 89.38± 0.40 98.98± 0.08
K = 9 91.90± 0.34 80.34± 0.98 89.57± 0.32 99.01± 0.08
K = 10 91.81± 0.30 80.17± 0.90 89.90± 0.30 99.02± 0.06
K = 11 92.02± 0.46 80.23± 0.87 90.37± 0.37 99.02± 0.07
K = 12 92.16± 0.41 80.43± 0.68 90.78± 0.21 99.03± 0.07
K = 13 92.14± 0.53 80.68± 0.75 91.10± 0.23 99.04± 0.06
K = 14 92.06± 0.46 80.63± 0.82 91.21± 0.35 99.04± 0.07
K = 15 92.14± 0.42 80.66± 0.65 91.44± 0.20 99.04± 0.08
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